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EXPERIENCE

JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Sr. UX Designer Full-time/Permanent
Energizing UX activities across Global Tech Finance tools while mentoring 
and managing a team of designers and interns, I serve as lead product 
designer; and

Establish the framework of product development, create timelines 
and define the benchmarks and overall expectations to elevate the 
global user experience and engagement alongside 5+ partners
Launch strategy workshops and vision sprints to support roadmap 
planning and design execution with 100+ attendees
Collaborate with full-stack and data engineers to produce intelligent 
solutions and validate impact through multi-phase experiments; 
Incorporate feedback from Business/User Analysts and Developers to 
support User Story development, optimizing the launch of over 12 
features a year, achieving a SUS score of 80 out of 100
Co-ordinate onboarding and training 3+ new co-workers; Create 
guidelines for candidate interviews and successfully onboard interns
Champion Figma implementation and adoption through spearheaded 
workshops for design, research and engineering functions 
Manage implementation as a design system ambassador

Gap Inc.
UX Designer Contract

Produced thorough explorations of possible system solutions to 
complex content and interaction problems cross 3 platforms with the 
brand marketing and content teams for 200+ million customers
Participated starting in early concept development, providing input 
on components as they are being developed and helping to form the 
nuances of final design and implementation for 2 features release

HATLab at Clemson
UX Designer/ Researcher Contract

Cross-team collaboration with 6+ user researchers and engineers 
from concept and implementation to release
Created a screensaver App that dynamically displays how often apps 
share data with third parties. Results published in PETs 2020

Anhui University of Technology
Sr. Interaction Designer/Lecturer Full-time

Spearheaded university website redesign used by 14 administrators, 
200+ teachers, and 3000+ students
Conveyed over 1000 hours of in-classroom instruction and curriculum 
content for a 4-month-long UX Design Course

FETE NY
Graphic Designer Contract

Ideated 7 major series of visual artwork responsible for generating 
more than $1 million in revenue
Oversaw the design/production of over 200 pieces of event collateral

EDUCATION

Clemson University
Ph.D. in  Human-Computer Interaction (cont.)

Pratt Institute, New York
M.S. in Visual Communications Design

Nanjing University of the Arts
B.A. in Art & Design

KUDOS

Best Demo Award, 2018 (PerDis, ACM)

Best Paper Award, 2018 (PerDis, ACM)

Italy Design Week: Showcase, 2015

Manhattan Center: Showcase, 2010

Spark Design Award Winner, 2009

LEADERSHIP

At heart, a Storyteller; with an ability to convey 
a product’s vision, bringing it to life. Highly 
adept at translating Business Requirements 
and User Stories to design and development 
teams pursuing the ultimate end-user 
engagement. Heightened communication skills 
underline an ability to coach and lead teams 
while remaining engaged with superior UX/UI 
execution by applying well-defined technical 
capabilities and discerning design sensitivity. 
A consultative approach supports stakeholder 
management efforts. Skilled at driving partner-
ships and mentoring teammates while 
heightening the user, product, and brandings.

VALUE ADDED SKILLS 
UI / UX Design | Stakeholder Management | 
Accessibility | Project Management | Product 
Design | User Interface Design | Wireframes | 
Prototyping | User Flows | Mockups | Affinity 
Mapping | User Interviews | Kick-Off Meetings | 
Card Sorting | Human-Computer Interaction | 
Heuristic Analysis and Walkthroughs | 
Competitive Analysis | Surveys | Information 
Architecture | User Journey | Design Leadership
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Mila(Jing) LYU /// Award-Winning UX/UI Designer
"People ignore brands that ignore People."

(972) 623-7866 milaLyu2007@gmail.com http://MilaLyu.com | https://www.linkedin.com/in/milalyu/

http://milalyu.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/milalyu/

